This book is an assembly of 17 papers delivered at the Ciba Foundation Symposium held in London, 25-27 September, 1978 , in honour of Albert Szent-Gyorgyi on the occasion of his 85th birthday. Szent-Gyorgyi has for many years pioneered efforts to explain the gross overall disease (or groups of diseases) called "cancer" in terms of submolecular events, such as those involving the free electron. He has suggested that the proteins of living cells act as semi-conductors when electrons are removed by the action of electron acceptors, in particular, ketoaldehydes, and that cancer is caused by a breakdown in intracellular electronic The technique of ESR spectroscopy is much used nowadays in investigations of the role of free radicals in cancer. In the next chapter, Swartz starts by tracing historically the varying fortunes of ESR evidence relating to the importance of free radicals in cancer, gained from work with actual tumour samples. He then goes on to report his recent results aimed at determining the generality of the effect of lyophilization on ESR spectra of tumours, the molecular nature of the free radicals observed in lyophilized tumours and normal tissues, the effect of redox reactions on the observed ESR signals and the occurrence of free-radical changes during carcinogenesis. The use of the related technique of field-focusing nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to look for differences between normal and tumour tissue is then discussed by Damadian et al. This, as yet, low-resolution technique, which yields information concerning the different proton distributions in normal and tumour tissue, is clearly at a very early stage of development for use in the whole-body scanning of humans. In the ensuing discussion, it was speculated by Pethig that these NMR differences could be related to changes in the water structures around proteins, and may thus be correlated with some of Szent-Gyorgyi's bioelectronic ideas.
One of the assumptions implicit in the theoretical framework developed by SzentGyorgyi is that there exists some general growth-regulatory system, involving protein semi-conductivity, which requires the continuous intracellular production of biologically specific aldehydic materials which interact with structural proteins. The hypothesis implies that cancer cells may be deficient in the output of such aldehydic materials, metabolize such substances differently from normal cells or fail to respond to such aldehydes in an appropriate manner. Metabolic activation is necessary to enable carcinogens to exert their full toxic action. In the last chapter Slater discusses short-lived intermediates formed during the metabolism of chemical carcinogens. Biochemical studies on the chemical reactions of such transient intermediates require the application of fast reaction techniques such as pulse radiolysis. The use of this technique is illustrated here by reference to the metabolism of CC14. The free radical product CCI3, or its adduct with oxygen CCU3OM, is important in such metabolism because it initiates lipid peroxidation in biomembranes, leading to various reactive aldehydes, including ketoaldehydes which may, in turn, control cell division.
An interesting and useful feature of the book is the discussion after each paper, and the final general discussion on Szent-Gy6rgyi's hypothesis led by Williams. Although it is evident from the papers and discussions that some support exists for Szent-Gyorgyi's imaginative ideas on the relationship between electronic mechanisms, cell division and cancer, it still appears that we remain a very long way from being able to fully understand cancer in terms of submolecular events.
E The purely clinical issues of diagnosis and treatment were not discussed, since the purpose of the workshop was to provide an upto-date status report on several areas of basic investigations, and to indicate productive new directions for research. The aim of this report was not to present the view of a single worker but that of the whole workshop.
The subjects discussed include control mechanisms, histopathology, immunologic markers, cytogenetics, virology, epidemiology and cell migration as related to malignant lymphoma. Each subject was fully reviewed, including an extensive reference list. A high standard was set with the first contribution, "The control of haemopoietic and lymphoid cell proliferation". This complex subject was clearly and precisely presented over 12 pages, but with sufficient references to reviews and papers that any particular point of interest could easily be followed up. The editors and
